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Intertwined orders exist ubiquitously in strongly correlated electronic systems and lead to intriguing
phenomena in quantum materials. In this Letter, we explore the unique opportunity of manipulating
intertwined orders through entangling electronic states with quantum light. Using a quantum Floquet
formalism to study the cavity-mediated interaction, we show the vacuum fluctuations effectively enhance
the charge-density-wave correlation, giving rise to a phase with entangled electronic order and photon
coherence, with putative superradiant behaviors in the thermodynamic limit. Furthermore, upon injecting
even one single photon in the cavity, different orders, including s-wave and η-paired superconductivity, can
be selectively enhanced. Our study suggests a new and generalizable pathway to control intertwined orders
and create light-matter entanglement in quantum materials. The mechanism and methodology can be
readily generalized to more complicated scenarios.
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Introduction.—Two condensed matter phases are
referred as “competing” if favoring one automatically
suppresses the other. In quantum materials, this situation
is often related to the interwining of multiple orders, when
the competing orders correspond to orthogonal directions
in a larger order-parameter space, and are sensitive to small
parameter changes. A paradigmatic example of competing
phases is given by intertwining of charge-density waves
(CDW), characterized by a staggered pattern of charge
occupation, and superconducting (SC) phases [1–6], which
is minimally described by the attractive Hubbard model [7].
A promising pathway of controlling these orders is to

dress materials with strong laser fields, termed Floquet
engineering [8–11]. The stability of CDWand SC phases is
shown to be selectively controlled by classical-light driving
[12,13]. Other intriguing scenarios include light-induced
superconductivity and anomalous quantum Hall effect
[14–16]. In these cases, the quantum fluctuation of electro-
magnetic fields is usually negligible. However, the ultra-
strong light-matter coupling (USC) is recently realized in
cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) [17], where the
quantum fluctuations become dominant and can entangle
with different macroscopic states [18]. This opens up the
unique possibility to control intertwined orders in the
hybrid light-matter phases [19–30].
In spite of a clear analogy between classical electrody-

namics and cavity QED [31,32], a few-photon state in a
weakly driven cavity, with strong quantum fluctuations,
differs dramatically from classical light in free-space, and
does not necessarily control the material properties in a
similar manner to the Floquet engineering [33,34]. A
systematic theory of the cavity-coupled solids for such
excited or driven cavity states is therefore interesting, but
still at its infancy. In this Letter, we use a quantum Floquet

formalism to examine the possibility of controlling com-
peting phases by creating highly entangled electronic and
photon states in quantum materials. We show that the
ground state of the cavity-coupled attractive Hubbard
model features entangled electronic order and photon
coherence, with an enhancement of the charge density
wave (CDW) order. With appropriate protocols, it is
possible to selectively enhance CDW, s-wave, and even
η-pairing superconductivity (SC) [35] by creating more
photons in the cavity. The conclusions are confirmed with
the exact diagonalization of 1D Hubbard chains.
Quantum Floquet formalism.—We consider a half-filled

attractive Hubbard model placed in a cavity. The cavity
contains a single photon mode with polarization ep. For
simplicity we consider the 1D case, with ep parallel to the
chain. (The formalism presented below is independent of
dimensionality.) The Hamiltonian reads

Ĥ ¼ −t0
X
hijiσ

eiϕ̂ijc†iσcjσ −U
X
i

ni↑ni↓ þ Ωa†a; ð1Þ

where ϕ̂ij ¼ A · dij ¼ gξijðaþ a†Þ is the Peierls phase with
bond dipole dij and vector potential A¼ epA0ðaþa†Þ, i.e.,
ξij ¼ 1 for hopping parallel to the polarization and is −1 for
the antiparallel direction, and g ¼ jdijjA0 is the dimension-
less coupling parameter. The corresponding electric field
is, as usual, E ¼ iepΩA0ða − a†Þ. Note that the above
Hamiltonian is explicitly gauge invariant and retains all
the higher-order coupling terms, including the so-called
diamagnetic term (A2) [26]. A simple truncation of the
coupling can lead to unphysical results [36,37].
For g ¼ 0, the model allows for three intertwined orders:

the commensurate CDW featuring staggered electron
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occupations, the uniform or s-wave SC, and η-paired
SC [12]. The latter has a staggered pair-field amplitude,
but nevertheless shows superconducting properties such as
the Meissner effect [38]. Degenerate CDW and s-wave
SC orders compete in the ground state due to the SO(4)
symmetry. The fate of the intertwined CDW and SC orders
is altered by the cavity-mediated interaction, which is
studied in a Floquet-like formalism below. The latter is
similar in spirit as some recent works [31–33], but will be
formulated more explicitly in a photon-number basis. We
expand the Hamiltonian (2) in the photon number basis
Ĥ ¼P

nmðIel ⊗ jnihnjÞĤðIel ⊗ jmihmjÞ ¼ Hnm ⊗ jnihmj,
where Iel is the identity operator in the electronic Hilbert
space, and introduce the quantum Floquet matrix

Hnm ¼ H0
nm þ

�
−U

X
i

ni↑ni↓ þ nΩ
�
δnm

with H0
nm ¼ t0

X
hijiσ

ijn−mjξn−mij jn;mc
†
iσcjσ; ð2Þ

where hnjeiϕ̂ij jmi ¼ ijn−mjξn−mij jn;m represent the matrix
elements of the Peierls phase. They can be evaluated as
a finite sum [39],

jn;m ¼ e−g
2=2

Xm
k¼0

ð−1Þkg2kþjn−mj

k!ðkþ jn −mjÞ!

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
n!
m!

r
m!

ðm − kÞ! ; ð3Þ

for n > m and jn;m ¼ jm;n. The expression for Hnm

resembles the Floquet matrix Hamiltonian [40], but unlike
the latter it is not translationally invariant in the photon
index (H0

nm ≠ H0
nþl;mþl), and the indices are restricted

to n, m ≥ 0. Nevertheless, in the semiclassical limit
n;m → ∞ with g

ffiffiffi
n

p
finite [32], jn;m converges to the

Bessel function Jjn−mjð2g
ffiffiffi
n

p Þ, so that Eq. (2) recovers the
Floquet Hamiltonian [39]. Moreover, similar to the Bessel
functions, the function jn;m decay superexponentially
as jn −mj → ∞, which decouples the quantum Floquet
bands for large jn −mj and allows for efficient numerical
evaluations.
Strong coupling expansion.—The quantum Floquet

Hamiltonian, similar to the classical Floquet approach,
provides an intuitive picture of the underlying physics. For
example, the hopping of an electron can result in a shift of
the quantum Floquet index n, corresponding to the emis-
sion or absorption of photons. Technically, this allows for
a systematic strong coupling expansion. Assuming off-
resonance Ω ≠ U, the low-energy physics of Eq. (2) in the
limit U ≫ t can be captured by an effective pseudospin
model [7,12] from a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation. When
projected to a given photon number sector n, the effective
Hamiltonian reads Heff

nn ¼ P
l P0H0

n;nþlP1H0
nþl;nP0=

ðU þ lΩÞ, where Pi is the projection operator to the
subspace of i electronic excitations. One obtains

Heff
nn ¼ 1

2
JSCex

X
hiji

ðηþi η−j þ H:c:Þ þ JCDWex

X
hiji

ηziη
z
j; ð4Þ

where the η pseudospin is defined as

ηþi ¼ ðη−i Þ† ¼ ð−1Þic†i c†j ;
ηzi ¼ ðni − 1Þ=2; ð5Þ

so pseudospin η� represents pairing and ηz corresponds to
charge; see the sketch in Fig. 1. In the uncoupled (g ¼ 0)
case JSCex ¼ JCDWex ¼ Jex ¼ 2t20=U. For g ≠ 0, the exchange
coupling contains contributions from all virtual hopping
processes with intermediate states in different photon-
number sectors (labeled by l) and the processes associated
with JSC and JCDW capture different phase factors [12],

�
JSCex
JCDWex

�
¼ Jex

X∞
l≥−n

� ð−1Þl
þ1

�
jn;nþljnþl;n

1þ lΩ=U
: ð6Þ

The full strong-coupling model also contains a pseudospin-
photon coupling which is off diagonal in the photon

FIG. 1. Spatial correlation of charge [Cð0; iÞ] and supercon-
ducting [Pð0; iÞ] order for increasing photon coupling g, for
U ¼ 8.0t0 and Ω ¼ 6.0t0. The dashed line in the lower panel
shows the absolute value jCð0; iÞj at g ¼ 0 for comparison. The
inset shows the photon occupation Nph ¼ ha†ai and ha2i, scaled
with L ¼ 6;…; 10. The figures also schematically show the
CDWand SC orders represented by the green arrow on the Bloch
sphere in the η-pseudospin space.
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number (see below), but for Ω ≫ Jex, transitions between
photon sectors are suppressed and the electronic configu-
ration is determined by Eq. (4) for fixed n.
Entangling orders with vacuum fluctuations.—In the

cavity ground state (n ¼ 0) the induced interaction exclu-
sively enhances JCDW and suppresses JSC irrespective of
the values of U and Ω, because jl;0 ¼ e−g

2=2gl=
ffiffiffiffi
l!

p
> 0.

The relevant factor e−g
2=2 is due to the cavity-induced

dynamical localization [32]. This behavior is dramatically
different from classical Floquet driving, where a blue-
detuned light (Ω > U) enhances superconductivity
[12,13,41]. To confirm this prediction from the effective
pseudospin model, we solve the original Hamiltonian (1)
using exact diagonalization (ED). The ground state
is obtained with the Lanczos algorithm, assuming half-
filling and Ŝz ¼ 0. The trend of forming CDW and
SC orders is reflected by the charge and pairing
correlation functions Cð0; iÞ ¼ 1

4
hðn0 − 1Þðni − 1Þi and

Pð0; iÞ ¼ 1
2
hc†0↑c†0↓ci↓ci↑i; see Fig. 1 for L ¼ 10 under

open boundary condition. At g ¼ 0, both functions have
identical magnitude. As g increases, a staggered charge
correlation is continuously enhanced, corresponding to the
enhanced CDW order, while the decreased pairing corre-
lation indicates suppressed SC order. The same qualitative
behavior is observed for Ω > U, although the effect is
weaker due to a larger denominator 1=ðU þ lΩÞ in Eq. (6).
This confirms our analytic theory.
Another intriguing aspect is the emergent light-matter

mixing. Indeed, the photon occupation Nph ¼ ha†ai scales
almost linearly with system size L (Fig. 1 inset), implying a
macroscopic ha†ai ∼ L in the thermodynamic limit, or a
superradiant phase [42]. In the strong coupling picture, the
light-matter entangling comes from two facts: (i) In the
Schrieffer-Wolff transformation, photon operators are
dressed, and the photon number n in Eq. (4) differs from
the bare ha†ai. The nonzero ha2i shows that the dressed
zero-photon state has some squeezed character (though
hai ¼ 0). (ii) Moreover, when we restore the photon
operators in the Hamiltonian [32], up to first order in g
one gets a (somewhat expected) Dicke-type coupling
geffiða − a†ÞPhiji ξijðni − njÞ, where geff is of order
gt20=U. For an open chain the total charge polarization
P ¼ n0 − nL−1 therefore couples to the electric field
igða − a†Þ [13,43]. CDW configurations with P > 0
(n0 ¼ 2; nL−1 ¼ 0 in the extreme case) and P < 0 thus
entangle with the photon states of hEi ∝ �ep, which
explains the behavior observed in Fig. 2.
The light-matter entangling can be highlighted in an

intriguing manner by analyzing a projective measurement
of the electric field amplitude (implemented by a projection
ΠA ¼ jiAihiAj on a coherent state of amplitude iA): At
g > 0, the probability distribution for the field acquires a
double peak structure with maxima at A ∼�1 [Fig. 2(a)],
and the matter is left in states of different charge

polarization P depending on the outcome of the measure-
ment [Fig. 2(b)]. This is impossible for a product state
where measuring the photon would leave electrons unaf-
fected. While the global system does not break the
symmetry (hai ¼ 0), the light-matter wave function has
its weight centered at two semiclassical configurations with
A ≈ 1; P > 0, and A ≈ −1; P < 0 [see sketch in 2(b)]. The
superposition may collapse to a superradiant order under
decoherence [44].
Enhanced SC in the few-photon regime.—To explore the

possibility of selectively enhancing different orders, we now
turn to the case of a driven cavity. Physically, we address this
regime by injecting a finite number n of photons into the
cavity. The key difference between n ¼ 0 and n > 0 in the
couplings Eq. (6) is the existence of intermediate states with
l < 0 (photon absorption), which contribute negative
denominators 1þ lΩ=U. Even the presence of a single
photon allows the selective enhancement of CDW and SC
orders; see Fig. 3. In general, the CDW is enhanced in the
red-detuned regime, while the SC is enhanced in the blue-
detuned regime. More interestingly, there is a wide regime
(though being close to the resonance Ω ∼ U) where the
exchange coupling changes its sign. In this case, a negative
JSCex favors the staggered, or η-paired superconductivity
[12,38,45], and a negative JCDWex leads to a trend of charge
segregation, where doublons tend to stick together and repel
holons. The same qualitative physics is found for more
photons Nph ≥ 2. Note a Fock state with fixed n has zero
coherent amplitude, with no classical counterpart. In par-
ticular, superconductivity is enhanced by weak quantum
light close to a Fock state (n≳ 1Þ, but not by classical light
(coherent state) of similar amplitude, close to vacuum.
In a real experiment, the multiphoton regime is realized

through driving with an external laser field, which does
not necessarily lead to a Fock state. However, the fine
control of cavity photon number is supported by the strong
nonlinear effects of light-matter coupling. Specifically, the
injection of one photon into the cavity modifies the

FIG. 2. Entanglement of the electronic order and photon
coherent states. (a) Difference of probability pðAÞ ¼ TrðρGΠAÞ
for varying g and the uncoupled case (g ¼ 0). ρG ¼ jGSihGSj is
the ground state density matrix. The values are normalized by
1=L. (b) Charge polarization when measured in the projected
state, i.e., PðAÞ ¼ Tr½ðn0 − nL−1ÞρGΠA�. Colors from blue to red
indicate coupling g ¼ 0.0; 0.1;…; 0.5. The sketch shows the
CDW configurations corresponding to the peaks.
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“internal state” of the cavity-matter system, changing the
energy cost of injecting a second photon [39]. The external
driving can, therefore, be made resonant with selected
photon numbers. The preparation of definite Fock states
may be delicate, but the enhancement of SC order remains
robust even for a superposition of multiphoton states,
because for givenΩ=U it shows the same trend for different
n > 0 (see also Fig. S6 in the Supplemental Material [39]).
To numerically study the few-photon regime, we start

with the uncoupled case (g ¼ 0) and prepare the matter in
its ground state and the cavity in a photon-number state
(jn ¼ Nphi). The coupling g is then turned on adiabatically.
In the nonresonant regime (U ≠ Ω), the system approaches
the lowest-lying state within the subspace n ¼ Nph due to
the adiabatic theorem (generally an in state of the quantum
scattering problem). We solve the time evolution of the
cavity-coupled Hubbard chain of L ¼ 8 using a Krylov-
space algorithm for iteration number 80. The coupling g is
raised to a very large value g ¼ 1.0 for demonstration.
The result is shown in Fig. 4. As g is turned on, the

photon number drops from Nph ¼ 1 to 0.953 for Ω ¼ 1.5U
(blue-detuned) and to 0.826 for Ω ¼ 0.5U (red-detuned).
In contrast to the ground state, the CDW becomes
significantly suppressed while the SC is enhanced for
the blue-detuned cavity. Thus, an entangled photon-order
state distinct from the equilibrium is dynamically created
by driving. In the red-detuned case the CDW order is
again enhanced, but, instead of a strong suppression, the
pairing correlation is turned into a staggered form, i.e., the
η-pairing SC [46–48].
Remarks on the BCS limit.—So far, we have concen-

trated on the strong coupling or BEC limit [7], where
projecting out higher excited states is justified. One can
also study the weak interacting or BCS (U ∼ t0) regime in
the limit Ω ≫ t0, which results in the simplified

Heff
nn ¼ Hnn þ

P
l H

0
n;nþlH

0
nþl;n=lΩ. In particular, this

induces a next-to-nearest-neighbor (NNN) hopping and a
two-site interaction I1ðηþi η−j þH:c:Þþ2I2η

z
iη

z
jþ2I2Si ·Sj,

with coefficients I1 ¼
P

l>−n;l≠0 jn;nþljnþl;n=lΩ and I2 ¼P
l>−n;l≠0ð−1Þljn;nþljnþl;n=lΩ, leading to qualitatively

similar physics as described in the BEC limit. Note that
the cavity also induces a long-range interaction close to the
ground state, which is, for the lowest order, of current-
current type [23]. This may complicate the scenario in
certain parameter regimes. A systematic examination in
this regime as well as the BCS-BEC crossover is reserved
for the future.
Finally, we comment on the experimental realization.

Our findings are related to recent experiments on correlated
materials [49,50] coupled to surface plasmon polaritons,
and the cavity control of SC order [20]. An interesting
material class is organic charge transfer salts, in which
superconductivity competes with various orders [16,51].
With a charge transfer energy U ∼ 1 eV, assuming Ω ∼U
gives a cavity wavelength λc ∼ 1 μm. To reach g≳ 0.1, one
needs an effective cavity volume V=λ3c ≲ 10−7. Recent
experimental advances hold the promise to reach this

FIG. 4. The evolution of charge and pairing correlations under
the injection of one photon. The red curves represent the red-
detuned case Ω ¼ 0.5U, while the blue curves represent the
blue-detuned case Ω ¼ 1.5U. The dashed line represents the
initial state g ¼ 0.0 (ground state without light-matter coupling).
The inset shows the quench profile of coupling g from 0.0 to 1.0
and the evolution of photon number in the cavity. The shaded
area covers the region of NphðtÞ � ΔNphðtÞ, where ΔNph ¼
ha†aa†ai − ha†ai2 is the uncertainty of photon number.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
coupling, g

SC

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
coupling, g

0.6
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�
 / 

U

-2 -1  0  1  2  3

CDW

FIG. 3. The selective enhancement of different orders in the
presence of one photon. The color represents the value of JSCex and
JCDWex normalized by the uncoupled Jexð0Þ ¼ 2t20=U. The ex-
change coupling is enhanced in the red region and suppressed in
the gray region. In particular, the exchange coupling changes its
sign in the blue region.
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parameter regime [17]. We further propose two routes to
test our conclusions: (i) Artificial systems with dynamical
Uð1Þ gauge fields, e.g., proposed in recent cold-atom
experiments, can be minimally described by Hamiltonian
(1) [52,53]. (ii) Solid-state systems coupled to a continuum
of photon modes can be realized with a Fabry-Perot cavity
[54]. The contributions from all modes add up co-
operatively, yielding an effective coupling not limited by
the cavity volume [55]. This setting should still allow for a
selective enhancement of CDWand SC, controlled by ratio
of U and the cavity frequency.
Conclusion.—In this Letter, we demonstrate the concept

of controlling competing orders using quantum light with a
minimal model of competing CDW and SC orders, the
cavity-coupled attractive Hubbard model, solved by an
analytic theory based on the quantum Floquet formalism,
and then confirmed by exact diagonalization for 1D chains.
The vacuum fluctuations become entangled with the
electronic ordering and enhance exclusively the CDW
order, giving rise to a putative superradiant condenstate
for large system sizes. This differs dramatically from the
Floquet-engineering scenarios. By injecting few photons in
the cavity, one can furthermore selectively enhance differ-
ent orders, including CDW, s-wave SC, and η-pairing SC in
different parameter regimes.
The quantum Floquet formalism provides a natural frame-

work to unify the quantum driving and the classical Floquet
scenarios [56], and can be combined with established
numerical methods, such as dynamical mean-field theory
and its extensions [40,57,58] to describe more complicated
systems [59,60], such as driven and open cavities [28,61].
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